Abstract
Introduction
Amino Acid Sequence provides important into structure of proteins, which in turn greatly facilitates the understanding of its biochemical and cellular function. Efforts to use computational methods in predicting protein structure based only on sequence information started 30 years ago [1, 2] . Only during last decade, the introduction of new computational techniques such as protein fold recognition and the growth of the sequence and structure databases due to modern high throughput technologies led to an increase in success rate of protein prediction methods, so that they can be used by molecular biologists. The computational assignment of three dimensional structures to newly determined protein sequences is becoming an important experiment in protein structure determination and in structural genomics [3] . The prediction methods aim to predict approximate threedimensional models for proteins bearing no evident sequence similarity to any protein of known structure [4] . The assignment is carried out by searching a library of known structures, usually obtained from databases like PDB [5, 6, 7, 8] , SWISS-PROT [9, 10] , and PIR [11] for a compatible fold. A variety of foldrecognition methods have been published, both structure dependent [12, 13, 14] and sequence only dependent [15, 16] .
All computational models that predict something have certain underlying assumptions that constitute the physical basis for the model. In protein structure prediction, there are two physical/biological processes that can be modeled: the process of evolution and process of folding. The two paradigms governing these processes are Darwin and Boltzmann, named after scientists who defined principles of evolutionary biology and thermodynamics. Most of the work in protein structure prediction is Darwin-based, using premise that sequences that have common ancestor have similar folds. Most of the methods that use multiple sequence alignment, structural alignment, or "threading potentials" are implicitly searching for a common ancestor. Despite the "energy-like" scoring functions, these methods do not address the physical process of folding. Evolution happens in millions of years, whereas folding happens in fractions of a second. Protein structure prediction of Boltzmann kind is perceived to be very difficult problem. Many have failed over last thirty years, either to use Boltzmannbased prediction method or improve on exiting Darwin-based prediction methods. Data Explosion of Protein Structure Data and lack of availability of a vocabulary covering both data and semantic representations makes it difficult to create explanatory and predictive models that solve protein folding problem. Difficulty increase when large variety of heterogeneous approaches gathers data from multiple perspectives. In this paper we describe a structured vocabulary for understanding process of protein synthesis completely. The proposed vocabulary provides biologists and scientists with a description of sequence, structure and functions of protein and also provides interpretation of various factors on final protein structure conformation.
Need for Structured Vocabulary
Prediction of protein folding pathway may be evaluated by predicting sub-segments or substructures of proteins. If computational model has right underlying assumptions about what comes first in the pathway, and what comes next, and so on, then blind predictions such as those done as a part of protein structure assessment may validate that model. For correctly defining assumptions and completely understanding processes of Protein Synthesis usually both data and its biological context determines the complete meaning (or semantics) of the protein structure. We define a protein ontology model that describes the concepts of interest in protein complex mechanisms and the protein data source characteristics are mapped to these concepts. The arising need for data source transparency lead researchers to consider semantic integration [17, 18] . Karp [19, 20] has identified the several approaches that have been proposed and implemented by bioinformatics researchers and proposed a strategy for data interoperation. The Overall Objective (Goal 1, Aim 3 of DoE GTL [21] ) of the Research is "To correlate information about multiprotein machines with structural information generated in NIH Protein Structure Initiative and other major Protein Databases to better understand the geometry, organization and function of protein machines". The objective can be achieved to some extent by creating a Protein Ontology [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] 
Type Definitions
The Structured Vocabulary for Protein Data (as in Figure 1) the benefit that any special properties or changes affecting a particular chain, residue and ATOM can be easily added. The Containment relationship: ATOM Sequence < Chain < Residue < ATOM still represents the hierarchy need for protein data representation, but also preserves individuality of the components.
C. Structural Domains Type Definition
Type Definition for Structural Domains describes the structural domains present in the Secondary Structure of Protein as: (1) All Helices defined by Helices Class, (2) All Sheets defined by Sheets Class, (3) All the loosely coupled folds defined by Other Folds Class. The Helices referenced in Helices Class are defined in the Helix Class in Detail. Similarly, the Sheets referenced in Sheets Class are defined in the Sheet Class in Detail. The Other Folds defined at the moment in Protein Ontology is short loops and turns defined in Turn Class.
D. Functional Domains Type Definition
Protein Ontology has the first Functional Domain Classification Model defined using FunctionalDomains Class using: (1) 
Results
The Ontology is available on the internet: http://www.proteinontology.info/.
The Class Diagram and UML Diagrams for Protein Ontology are available at the website. The Ontology Currently contains 91 concepts or classes, 246 attributes or properties and 79 instances. The ontology is useful for standardizing protein data representation and browsing, but its real power comes from the fact that computer programs can be written to automatically extract and analyze data.
Discussion
Some of the information while defining these Type Definitions is taken from PDB [5, 6, 7, 8] , SCOP [33, 34] 
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